
a noobish guide



the future: the earth is fucked up. seriously.

nostradamus was right in thinking: in the future,
life will be ten times harder. so you could as
well stay in all day and watch tv.

eventually people stopped being nice. the
serious side of live has finally taken control.
earth government banned fun, parties, music.
even the tv program isn’t any fun at all.

for musicians, artists, comedians and all kind of
jugglers, it’s a tough time. being very bad in
serious behavior, most funny people left the
earth already – and the situation became even
more awkward.

the highest fun-entity out there in space, the
intergalactic humour association, IHA, declared
the state of emergency for the earth: after
failing to fight the serious side of live on earth
with the most funny comedian-taskforce
throughout the universe, the so called
sketchforce one, they retreated – the earth
was given up to it’s destiny, and became the
most unfunny place in the cosmos.

for a bunch of cashless artists, it’s going to be
the last chance to leave.
skilled or not, they decided to form the worlds
most awesome band/group (which isn’t a big
deal, to be honest) and flee this serious
hellhole called earth.

piling up all their change, it’s just enough to
rent the shittiest space van one can imagine,
down at automatrons second hand cars -
well known, for the sloppiest vehicles within
the solar system.

none of them ever travelled outer space, so
they started right into the adventure – with
almost nothing but a flyer of the
“andromedas greatest talents”-show, taking
place upon betelgeuze, about 700 lightyears
away, in just a few weeks.

so ...
what can possibly go wrong?

SETTING

A NOOBISH WANNABE PEN AND PAPER ROLEPLAYING GAME

space talents is a pen and paper roleplaying
game, for total noobs. its rules base on the
pen and paper roleplay “how to be a hero” -
the most basic ruleset out there in the
internet. it’s even simpler, because of the
limited skilltree.

however, it’s not especially simple for the
gamemaster (here to be called spacemaster),
because there are not a lot rules included.

even a corfue won’t people prevent from
running away in annoyance from this game!

so expect nothing and you will get a reward!

now grab a printer and some D-10 and D-100
dices, try to gather some noobs around you
and play this game!

or check the original: https://howtobeahero.de/



1. YOUR NAME
choose a cool name, to identify yourself.
you will be called like this.

2. YOUR STORY
why are you like you are? who are you?
what’s your favourite colour, and why?
be honest!

3. YOUR LOOK
your selfie. draw it, or let it be drawn. use stickers.
if none of this works, describe yourself.

4. YOUR SKILLS
choose your distinct skills. comprehensible, regarding your character.
check or fill the dots: every dot stands for one skill level, or 20 percentage of
success. a full bar means a 100 % success-rate for common situations.
distribute 8 levels: choose 8 dots to fill and set your character-build.

5. BASIC SKILLS
calculate. the basic skill is the average amount of all related skills.
for example: if you filled four dots in one section, means you spent 80 points.
divide it by 5: your basic skill is 80 / 5 = 16 points.
the basic skill is used for skills you didn’t spend points on.
it’s also applied to your distinct skills, but they never exceed 100 points.

6. YOUR TALENT
you’re very talented. especially in this. choose your own talent.
choose something unique, fitting to your character. no power play!
you will always succeed doing this ... more or less.

7. YOUR ITEMS
items comes with traits, to describe their awesomeness. players start with nice
items, which is the standard trait. the spacemaster can improve or impair
particular items and add an item type if necessary.

every item has it’s current status: equipped, weared or stored in baggage.

for the beginning, choose your clothes and some useful gear, that fits to your
character. don’t forget particular items, that help you to act out your talent!

special gear are epic unique items, which will be handed out by the
spacemaster regarding your distinct skill levels.

8. YOUR MONEY
every space talent even owns little money from the beginning:
draw 2 D-100 to get the amount of your start spacepoundz ($) amount.

9. YOUR STATUS
how you are in general. are there any limbs missing? you have chronical
diseases? no? good for you. you can still get it on your way.

10. YOUR CONDITION
your health-points (hp). you start with 100 hp. use a paperclip to mark.

11. FEEL IT!
stop being yourself! you are now, whoever you created. feel it! show it!
start speaking in this strage, soon familiar voice. react only if they call out
your name. remember who you are now. how big your are, how many limbs you
have, what you like, what you hate. and only know, what you know.
don’t enter meta level! you don’t have a clue, unless you skilled it.
and never look at your teammates character sheet - ask them if you want to
know something about them. and trust in the spacemaster.

BUILD A CHARACTER
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